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Abstract
New occupant safety systems, which adapt their behavior to the severity of an accident, may improve vehicle safety. We present 
an approach to learn a prediction model, which estimates crash severity prior to collision. Based on accident parameters acquired 
with precrash sensors, the learned model categorizes impending accidents into one of multiple severity classes. Besides 
describing an automatic labeling system for data preparation, we investigate the performance of different classifiers. Results on 
simulation data demonstrate a classification performance of 84% correctly classified test cases. We discuss a potential application 
and finish with ideas for classification improvement.
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1. Introduction
The development of cars fulfilling upcoming safety requirements is getting more and more complex. One reason 
is the continuous establishment of new safety assessments for vehicles by Governments and customer organizations, 
e.g. European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP) [1]. Beyond these assessments, automobile 
manufacturers seek to realize the Vision Zero, which aims for avoiding seriously injured or killed people on the road 
[2]. These requirements and customer demands for safe cars drive the development of new safety systems.
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One way to fulfill particular future safety requirements may be the introduction of accident-adaptive occupant 
safety systems, which adapt their behavior based on crash severity to increase occupant safety. These systems may 
require a model which predicts crash severity in advance so that enough time remains for an adaptation of the safety 
system. Since it is very difficult to realize such a crash severity prediction model solely on today’s incrash sensor 
data, new approaches are investigated.
In this paper, we describe a system approach to learn a model automatically which predicts crash severity prior to 
collision. This model uses accident parameters estimated with precrash sensors like cameras or radar as inputs and 
categorizes an impending collision into one of multiple crash severity classes. Thus, the model solves a classification 
problem whose classes are used to adapt safety systems. In order to allow an application in future vehicles, the 
model should not only achieve high classification performance but also ensure that classification errors will not lead 
to an increased injury risk.
The paper is structured as follows. After describing the necessary background and relevant literature, we explain 
our system approach. This includes the class labeling of data with an automatic labeling of simulation data. 
Furthermore, we describe algorithms used for solving the classification problem. Then, we evaluate the performance 
of classifiers and discuss the results with regard to an accident-adaptive safety system. We conclude the paper with a 
summary and future research questions.
2. Background
In this section, we describe basic concepts and challenges of vehicle safety that improve the understanding of this 
work. Additionally, we present relevant literature.
2.1. Vehicle Safety
Vehicle safety seeks to provide mechanisms to lower crash severity in order to protect persons in a car accident. 
In literature, there are different definitions of crash severity, which describe the effect of the collision either on a 
vehicle, a crash test dummy or on a specific person [3]. We focus on crash severity for a vehicle because our 
planned safety systems adapt on measures associated to this severity.
Modern vehicles use an electronic control unit (ECU) to detect collisions by analyzing signals of accelerometers 
located inside the vehicle. In figure 1, we show the change in velocity in longitudinal direction, or velocity signal, 
measured by an accelerometer for different crash tests. In these tests, a compact car crashed against a deformable
barrier with 40% overlap of the vehicle front or against a rigid wall with 100% overlap at varying velocities. For a 
better comparison, we normalized the signals by their corresponding collision speeds so that all signals begin at 
point (0,0). Therefore, the velocity value at each time point describes the change of the vehicle’s speed in 
comparison to the original collision speed. Each crash test lasts between 0.07 and 0.13 s and depending on crash 
configuration, restraint systems must be fired in a range of 0.03 s after the collision has started [4, page 116]. 
However, it is very difficult to distinguish different crash tests and thus crash severities within this short period. 
Therefore, fine-grained adaptation of safety systems solely on incrash sensor data is challenging so that non-
adaptive systems are usually optimized to handle various crash situations well. Nevertheless, accident-adaptive 
control of safety systems could provide additional benefits requiring timely prediction of crash severity [5, 6].
2.2. Relevant literature
Although crash severity prediction is a promising technology, there is not much literature about it. Sala and Wang 
use two accelerometers in combination with a regression model or a neural network to detect crash severity and 
control dual stage airbag inflation [7]. However, they are only able to adapt the airbag around 0.02 s after restraint 
systems have been fired, which limits the adaptability of safety systems. Cho et al. focus on using precrash
information for improving robustness of an airbag deployment algorithm [8]. This algorithm uses yaw rate, wheel
speed, steering angle, lateral acceleration and radar sensors. In that way, a precrash algorithm identifies crash
configuration and outputs crash possibility, time to crash and simple crash type discrimination, but does not provide
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Fig. 1. Velocity signals of a compact car in different crash tests.
a fine-grained crash severity prediction. Bunse et al. describe a system architecture, which uses precrash information 
for improving robustness of an airbag deployment algorithm and also for adapting restraint systems [9]. However, 
the crash severity prediction also relies on accelerometers mainly used for distinguishing crashes against a 
deformable barrier, a rigid wall or a car. The approach by Wallner et al. consists of a multi-body simulation with 
vehicles modelled as masses, dampers and springs to predict acceleration signals prior to collision [10]. Although 
this algorithm outputs a fine-grained crash severity, it is not able to handle large angles or low overlaps between 
colliding objects because of the modelling of the springs.
We believe that the lack of scientific literature is mainly caused by automobile manufacturers protecting their 
knowledge, because there are several patents related to accident severity prediction. Kuhn and Urbahn estimate the 
occupant load with an artificial neural network, which processes data from incrash sensors in order to allow an 
adaptation of restraint systems [11]. Sala and Wang also use artificial neural networks on incrash sensor data to 
adapt the airbag [12]. Instead, Feser and Leirich use a system, which extracts characteristic properties from incrash 
sensor data and calculates accident severity factors based on rules processing the properties [13]. Peravali et al. 
estimate the degree of injury of the occupants by processing incrash sensor data and transmit this information to an 
emergency call center [14]. In contrast to the previous patents, which base on incrash sensor data, there are also 
patents using precrash sensors data. King uses them to estimate volumes, masses and velocities of collision objects
and calculates kinetic energies, which are multiplied by class severity ratings to obtain an accident severity measure 
[15]. A similar but older patent of Zander also uses the kinetic energy to estimate the accident severity [16].
Kozyneff and Mersseman process radar signals to detect potential collision objects and derive an accident severity 
from the closing velocity [17]. Schoerrig presents an approach similar to fuzzy control to process multiple input 
signals from precrash sensors in order to calculate accident probability and severity [18]. Larice and Dirndorfer also 
use precrash sensors to calculate a time-dependent accident severity measure, which is validated using incrash 
sensors and used for adapting restraint systems [19]. Although there are a lot of patents available, we do not know 
any precrash accident severity prediction system in series production. Today, only precrash conditioning systems are 
available in certain vehicles [20, p. 717].
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3. System approach
In this section, we describe our system approach for creating crash severity prediction models. We explain the 
process shown in figure 2 including databases and the automatic labeling of data. We also describe the training of 
prediction models, which classify impending collisions based on accident parameters. One of these prediction 
models may be integrated into a vehicle ECU later to process information gathered by precrash sensors.
Fig. 2. System approach for developing crash severity prediction model.
3.1. Databases
In order to learn a crash severity prediction model automatically, we need data. Since real crash data is rare, we 
performed Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations for 173 head-on collisions of two vehicles as well as for 21
barrier and wall crash tests.
In the Car-to-car crash database, we store signals of all accelerometers of vehicles taking part in head-on
collisions. In each collision, two vehicles, which can be either a micro car, a compact car or an SUV, crash into each 
other. We also vary velocities of each vehicle, collision angles and impact points at the vehicle fronts. According to 
Angel and Hickman as well as Sohne et al., these accident parameters affect crash severity significantly [21, 22].
In the Crash test database, we store signals of all accelerometers for crashes against a deformable barrier or rigid 
wall. For each vehicle type, we simulated the following crash tests (see figure 1):
x Full frontal (Rigid wall, 100% overlap) with 27 km/h (FF27)
x Full frontal (Rigid wall, 100% overlap) with 40 km/h (FF40)
x Full frontal (Rigid wall, 100% overlap) with 48 km/h (FF48)
x Full frontal (Rigid wall, 100% overlap) with 56 km/h (FF56)
x Offset Deformable barrier with 40% overlap and 40 km/h (ODB40)
x Offset Deformable barrier with 40% overlap and 56 km/h (ODB56)
x Offset Deformable barrier with 40% overlap and 64 km/h (ODB64)
These seven crash tests define the crash severity classes that we want to predict.
3.2. Automatic labeling
In the previous section, we describe our data and classes to predict. Our approach bases on the idea that crashes 
of vehicle A against other vehicles have the same effect as if vehicle A would crash against a barrier or wall at 
defined velocity. In our definition of crash severity, this means that the velocity signal of vehicle A in a car-to-car 
crash is similar to the velocity signal in a barrier or wall crash test (see figure 1).
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For learning a crash severity prediction model, which classifies car-to-car crashes based on accident parameters, 
we have to assign a class label to every car crash in our car-to-car crash database. Since it is very time-consuming 
and also difficult to label all 346 crashed vehicles of 173 head-on crash simulations by hand, we use an Automatic 
labeling function. This function considers the velocity signal of a specific accelerometer. In order to label a vehicle 
of a car-to-car crash, the labeling function takes this signal and compares it with the signals obtained by the same 
vehicle in the seven barrier and wall crash tests. The crash test, which leads to the most similar signal, defines the 
class of the vehicle in this car-to-car crash.
The automatic labeling compares similarity of different velocity signals so that a similarity function for signals is 
necessary. We experimented with variants of the Minkowski metric, e.g. Manhattan and Euclidean distance, but they 
were not robust. The main problem is that these metrics are only point-based metrics, which do not consider 
macroscopic properties of velocity signals like cross-correlation or phase shift. In that way, e.g. slightly shifted 
signals were not considered very similar.
Fig. 3. Function for signal comparison with its different ratings and aggregation method of them based on [23]
In order to compare similarity between velocity signals, we use function C shown in figure 3, which we already 
described in an earlier work [23]. This function compares two signals by calculating the weighted average of 
multiple ratings expressed by a value between 0 (no similarity) and 1 (identity). At first, it defines one signal as 
reference and limits upcoming calculations to the beginning of this signal so that irrelevant parts in the end are 
ignored. Then, it spans an inner and outer corridor around the reference signal and calculates how often the other 
signal is located inside the corridors. This is the corridor rating C1. Next, the phase shift rating C2c is determined by 
optimizing the cross-correlation while moving the reference relatively to the other signal. It also rates the maximum 
cross-correlation value as C2a and calculates the ratio of area underneath both signals leading to the area rating C2b.
All ratings’ output is between 0 and 1 so that if they are weighted by their corresponding factors wx, the calculated 
average of them describes the similarity between the signals. However, this function violates the symmetrical 
condition of similarity functions because it is important which signal is defined as reference. Therefore, we calculate 
the similarity two times, but with interchanged reference signals. The average of the outputs of both runs defines the 
similarity between the signals.
Although this function is complex, it gives a good and simple similarity description of two signals. One 
disadvantage of its complexity is the necessary definition of many parameters, e.g. for defining corridor widths, 
which are individual for each vehicle so far. In the future, this should be changed to a vehicle-independent similarity 
function, but this is outside of the focus of this work.
3.3. Training a prediction model
After we have labeled all the necessary data, we continue with the process of figure 2 by training and evaluating a 
classifier, which may be integrated into an ECU in a car that is equipped with precrash sensors like cameras, radar, 
etc. For training a classifier, we use KNIME as development platform extended with WEKA and LIBSVM [24, 25,
26]. We use automatic labeling to assign classes to all vehicles stored in the car-to-car crash database, split these 
data into training and evaluation set and import them into KNIME. Afterwards, we apply a Principal component 
analysis (PCA) on the training set and perform stratified 50-fold cross-validation to estimate the best 
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parameterization of classifiers. We evaluated the following classifier nodes, but focus on the best classifiers in each 
category, which are marked in bold.
x Decision trees: BFTree, J48, J48graft, NBTree, SimpleCart, RandomTree, REPTree
x Ensemble classifiers: AdaBoost with REPTree, RandomForest
x Rule-based systems: JRip, Ripple-Down Rule Learner
x Artificial neural networks: MultilayerPerceptron, RBFClassifier
x Support vector machine: C-SVC (linear, polynomial), nu-SVC (linear, polynomial)
Every classifier gets velocities, masses, collision angles and impact points at the vehicle fronts of both cars of a 
collision as inputs. We also provide the sum of both velocities as well as the length of the resulting closing velocity 
vector. Furthermore, classifiers may also use the PCA dimensions of these data after the transformation found with 
PCA on the training set has been applied.
REPTree The REPTree node is a two-stage algorithm for learning decision trees with reduced error-pruning
(REP). A decision tree is a graph consisting of inner nodes and leafs. In a classification run, inner nodes define 
attributes, in this case accident parameters, and their values to look at for deciding which path down the tree has to 
be taken. Each path leads to exactly one leaf node, which defines the class to assign. The REPTree is a special 
decision tree and WEKA’s implementation bases on the work done by Elomaa and Kääriäinen [27]. In the first 
stage, the algorithm creates a decision tree using information gain as attribute split criterion so that entropy is 
reduced with every split. In the second stage, the algorithm prunes the tree to a more robust and generalized decision 
tree. Using a pruning set, the algorithm calculates the classification error of the tree. Then, the pruning algorithm 
iteratively tries to replace a subtree with a leaf whose label equals the most frequent class of the pruning samples 
leading to this leaf. This change is made permanent only then if classification error is not increased.
In our cross-validation runs, the best parameterization is to limit the maximum tree depth to nine, set the 
minimum number of instances represented by a leaf to one and, surprisingly, to deactivate pruning.
RandomForest The RandomForest node represents an ensemble of n decision trees and bases on the work done 
by Breiman [28]. For each decision tree, the algorithm draws s samples with replacement of the training set 
independently of samples drawn for previous trees, but with the same probability distribution. Then it constructs 
each tree by taking m randomly chosen attributes for each node and decides using information gain which attribute 
should be the split criterion. This process continues for each tree until no more splitting is necessary, but without 
pruning. In order to perform a classification of input data, all n decision trees process the data in parallel and output 
their classification result. The final class is the most frequent class output by the trees, which is called majority 
voting.
In our cross-validation runs, the best parameterization is to use 15 trees with maximum depth of seven and to 
choose six attributes randomly for each inner node.
JRip The JRip node is a rule-based system algorithm, which bases on the Repeated Incremental Pruning to 
Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) algorithm proposed by Cohen [29]. Each rule is defined by a premise, which 
consists of attribute conditions connected by conjunctions, and a conclusion specifying the class to assume. For 
classification, the system identifies the rule whose premise is fulfilled by the given instance and assigns the class of 
the conclusion. In order to build a rule set, RIPPER sorts classes by number of instances belonging to each class in 
an ascending order. Then, it separates the training set into growing and pruning set. For each class, Ripper greedily 
adds rules to a rule set to classify the known instances and prunes the rules afterwards. This process continues until 
the rule set exceeds a defined size, a defined error boundary is met or all known instances of the current class are 
covered. Then, RIPPER optimizes the rule set by taking each created rule, generating a derived and a completely 
new rule and adds the shorter to the final rule set. In the end, unnecessary rules are removed from the final rule set.
In our cross-validation runs, the best parameterization is to use two folds for splitting the training set into 
growing and pruning data, perform six optimization runs and use pruning.
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RBFClassifier The RBFClassifier node represents a special artificial neural network with one hidden layer. It 
takes accident parameters as inputs, activates neurons in the hidden layer based on these values and returns a linear 
combination of hidden layer outputs classifying the input. In general, a radial basis function network (RBF) uses 
radial basis functions as activation functions for neurons in the hidden layer whereas a linear activation function is 
used for output nodes [30][31, page 83ff]. In the network of an RBFClassifier node, radial basis functions are 
Gaussian distributions, which are defined by centers and sigmas. The number of these functions equals the number 
of neurons in the hidden layer and can be parameterized. Positions of the centers are initialized via a k-means 
clustering on training data whereas initial sigmas are defined by the distance between centers. In an RBFClassifier 
node the training process, which includes adaptation of centers, sigmas as well as weights in the neural network, is 
performed with either conjugate gradient descent or the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [32].
In our cross-validation runs, the best parameterization is to use four radial basis functions and an individual 
sigma for each of these functions. The distance functions inside these functions also weight the attributes. 
Furthermore, BFGS is used as training algorithm.
C-SVC (linear) This node of the LIBSVM package implements C-Support Vector Classification (C-SVC) [33, 
34]. It trains a support vector machine (SVM), which tries to separate p-dimensional instances with a Sí-
dimensional hyperplane robustly. Depending on which side of the hyperplane an instance is located, it receives one 
of two classes so that an SVM is a binary classifier. In practice, instances are often not linearly separable by a 
hyperplane so that instances can be transformed into a data space of higher dimensionality increasing the probability 
of linear separability. However, this transformation is computationally demanding so that kernel functions are used 
which achieve the same result by avoiding this transformation. The training of an SVM is an optimization problem,
which consists of finding the hyperplane location. Since an SVM is only a binary classifier, our seven classes cannot 
be distinguished with one SVM. Therefore, C-SVC creates k כ Ní SVMs for k classes, in which each SVM 
separates two classes. During classification, an instance is fed into all SVMs and it receives the most frequent class.
In our cross-validation runs, we use a linear kernel function. Furthermore, we use an epsilon of 0.9, which allows 
a training instance to be on the wrong side of the hyperplane when it is close enough to the plane. These errors are 
weighted with 1.0 in the cost function of the optimization problem.
4. Evaluation
In this section, we describe our evaluation methodology and compare the classification algorithms.
4.1. Methodology
In order to evaluate classifiers, we use 173 FEM simulations of our database comprising two colliding vehicles 
and varying accident parameters. These 346 instances are split into a training set with 257 instances and an 
evaluation set containing 89 instances. As classes, we use the seven proposed classes of section 3.1. Classification 
performance equals the number of correctly classified instances. We measure the performance on both sets, but 
focus on generalization performance measured on the evaluation set.
All algorithms are implemented in KNIME or WEKA and LIBSVM, respectively. We optimized each algorithm 
with stratified 50-fold cross-validation so that no evaluation data was used for development.
4.2. Results
In table 1, we show classification performance for all presented algorithms. The best values for each set are 
marked in bold.
The REPTree classifies almost 100% of the training set correctly and achieves the highest evaluation 
performance with 75 out of 89 correctly classified instances. In table 2, we show the confusion matrix for evaluation 
performance of the REPTree.
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Table 1. Classification performance on training and evaluation set
Algorithm Training performance Evaluation performance
REPTree 256/257 (99.6%) 75/89 (84.3%)
RandomForest 256/257 (99.6%) 70/89 (78.7%)
JRip
RBFClassifier
C-SVC (linear)
224/257 (87.2%)
201/257 (78.2%)
218/257 (84.8%)
64/89 (71.9%)
68/89 (76.4%)
67/89 (75.3%)
             Table 2. Confusion matrix for evaluation performance of REPTree
Predicted class
Correct class
FF27 FF40 FF48 FF56 ODB40 ODB56 ODB64
FF27 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
FF40 4 6 1 0 0 1 2
FF48
FF56
ODB40
ODB56
ODB64
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
1
0
0
35
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
4.3. Discussion
The best classifier achieves an evaluation performance of 84% while scoring almost 100% on the training set. 
Although this high training performance indicates overfitting, the good results on the evaluation set demonstrate that 
this is not the case. Furthermore, we optimize the algorithms with a stratified 50-fold cross-validation, which should 
reduce probability of overfitting significantly. It is also interesting to note that with the exception of JRip, all 
classifiers do not prune their models. We believe the limited number of training instances, which cover the 
underlying data space sparsely, do not lead to very specific models. Therefore, there is no need to prune models to 
increase generalization performance.
Based on the high training performance, we assume automatic labeling to be a productive solution for assigning 
class labels to crash data. Since almost all instances of the training set can be classified perfectly with the final 
classifier, the labeled dataset is self-consistent while still offering diversity. The only exception is the large number 
of ODB40 classes, which can be explained by the fact that ODB40 corresponds to the most minor crash test in our 
database which covers many less severe crash simulations.
One application, which may profit from this classifier, is an accident-adaptive restraint system, which can modify 
parameters of the seat belt and the airbag for adaptation to a specific crash situation. Many evaluations underline its 
ability to significantly reduce the injury risk, but it is challenging to provide a good and reliable crash severity 
prediction model [6, 7]. Our idea is to optimize this restraint system for the seven crash tests so that the crash 
severity prediction model has to decide, which crash test is most similar to the impending collision. The confusion 
matrix in table 3 equals confusion matrix 2, but we sorted the classes by their crash severity defined by Occupant 
Load Criterion (OLC) [35] in an ascending order. All classifications in the upper triangle matrix describe an 
overestimation of crash severity whereas entries in the lower triangle matrix are underestimations. In this matrix, 83 
of 89 (93.3%) collisions are classified correctly or are slightly overestimated so that the classifier tends to be 
pessimistic. Only six collisions are slightly underestimated, which could be compensated in general by using an 
even more pessimistic classification, which always returns a slightly higher crash severity. However, sorting offset 
deformable barrier and full frontal crash tests in that way must be done with caution. The reason is that in offset 
deformable barrier crashes the vehicle decelerates slower than in full frontal crashes. Depending on the actual safety 
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             Table 3. Sorted confusion matrix for evaluation performance of REPTree
Predicted class
Correct class
ODB40 FF27 FF40 ODB56 FF48 ODB64 FF56
ODB40 35 1 2 0 0 0 0
FF27 0 14 0 0 0 0 0
FF40
ODB56
FF48
ODB64
FF56
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
6
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
10
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
7
system, this must be taken into account so that e.g. special time triggers for firing system components should not be 
parameterized.
Another issue, which has to be investigated in future research, is whether the basic assumption of mapping car-to-
car crashes onto the seven default barrier and wall crash tests is valid. Although we have not evaluated this yet, we 
strongly believe that there is a useful relation between crash tests and car-to-car crashes. As Kramer explains, 
current vehicle safety systems are parameterized according to given crash tests like the ones from the different 
NCAPs [36, p. 396-399]. Since basic physical laws of collision prove the equivalence of wall and barrier crash tests 
to certain car-to-car collisions, we believe that it is reasonable to extend the given wall and barrier crash tests with 
tests at lower collision speed. However, the benefit of an adaptive restraint system which is optimized using the 
presented approach must be evaluated in more detail.
5. Conclusion
New advanced safety systems for vehicles are able to adapt to crash severity, which may increase the safety of 
road users. However, these systems often require a prediction of severity prior to collision. In this paper, we describe 
a system approach to learn such a crash severity prediction model, which maps accident parameters estimated by 
precrash sensors to seven different crash severity classes. In order to prepare data for the classification, we use an 
automatic labeling system to assign class labels to FEM simulations automatically. Furthermore, we present and 
evaluate different classification algorithms of which the REPTree performs best with 84% correct classifications. 
The results also indicate that the classifier tends to be pessimistic, which helps to increase reliability of the 
algorithm. As future research question remains, how sensitive the classification is to accident parameters. 
Furthermore, it would be interesting to know how classification performance can be improved with incrash sensors. 
In terms of reliability, an interesting research question is if a classifier can be designed which never underestimates 
crash severity. We hope that answering these questions will lead to more robust crash severity prediction models, 
which enable new accident-adaptive safety systems that may increase road safety.
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